
   

Subject:   MMCi Scholarship Offer to Duke Faculty for the incoming class beginning late July.  

MMCi graduates have been instrumental in many of the Health System’s responses to the COVID-19 

pandemic.  MMCi graduates who are clinical, technical, and business professionals have been 

instrumental in the development and roll out of virtual health care visits across the health system.  

Others were deeply involved in developing Employee and Occupational Health initiatives and work force 

readiness and availability planning. MMCi is the perfect skill set for developing technology based 

solutions to challenges facing health care.  The ability to see problems from multiple perspectives 

(technical, clinical, business) is a result of the MMCi curriculum and the diverse peer-to-peer exchange 

that occurs in class discussions and team projects.   To date, there are 99 MMCi graduates (35 MD/OD) 

who are Duke Employees in a variety of research and care delivery roles. To continue to build this 

uniquely trained work force at Duke, in a challenging economic year, the MMCi program is offering Duke 

Faculty an aggressive scholarship.  The program format is well suited to accommodating clinical work 

schedules with one Saturday and one other Friday and Saturday class weekend per month.  

The MMCi Program is offering a $27K scholarship to Duke Faculty for entry into the incoming MMCi class 

beginning in late July 2021.  Additionally, most Duke Employees are eligible for the HR Tuition 

Reimbursement Benefit which provides up to $10.5K in reimbursement.  The table below shows the cost 

to the employee after scholarship and reimbursement.   

Duke Faculty MMCi Tuition and Scholarship '21-'22

MMCi Tuition and Fees 62,700$                                             

MMCi Faculty Scholarship (27,000)$                                            

Cost to employee after MMCi scholarship 35,700$                                             

Duke HR tuition Reimbursement * (10,500)$                                            

Net out of pocket cost if applicant receives scholarships 

and HR tuition reimbursement 25,200$                                             

* Verify Eligibility  
 

The Program is formatted for working professionals with classes as follows:  

• One Friday and Saturday per month on campus.  (Virtual with current COVID 19 restrictions).   

• One other Saturday online live.  

• Asynchronous instruction delivered for students to consume on their own.  

  

“There were many beneficial experiences from the MMCi courses but for me my highlight 
was the ability to develop strategic business plans related to the use of novel IT solutions.   
  

The networking, business and IT training I achieved through the course has allowed me 
to tackle multiple new projects in my new role.”  
  

Gavin Martin, MD ‘16 Vice Chair of Clinical Operations, Dept. of Anesthesiology Duke 
Univ. Health Systems  

  

For More Information contact Randy Sears:  r.sears@duke.edu or https://mmci.duke.edu/  

https://mmci.duke.edu/
https://mmci.duke.edu/

